Auditing & Securing Enterprise Mobility Management

Date: 30th September and 1st October 2014
Time: 9.00am to 5.00pm
Venue: Iverson Associates, Center Point
Bandar Utama, Kuala Lumpur
BYOD & Enterprise Mobility Management

The Bring Your Own Device trend has led to new age enterprises permitting their personnel to bring their own mobile devices to the workplace and access privileged company information and applications, but all new technology comes with the risk if not managed properly. All this promoted the rise of Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solutions.

Having the right policies developed will enable the enterprise to have the right balance of control and risk assurance that the company’s information is protected while not invading into the personnel’s own privacy. EMM solutions will help reduce the complexities in manual deployments to all company’s mobile assets, ensure policies standardization within a shorter time span.

Workshop Overview

ISACA Malaysia chapter is proud to introduce a new and by popular request mobile device management policy development and configuration workshop. This two-day program is specially designed with the objective to equip you with a comprehensive knowledge and awareness of the challenges in implementation and the know-hows to conduct a security audit and assessment on your Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) initiative.

You will be presented with some of the security best practices and methodologies from ISACA’s research within the mobile security field. Be prepared for a grueling two full days of knowledge transfer and practical hands-on sessions featuring some of the common EMM solutions that enables BYOD within enterprises. You will also gain insights into some of the potential and common challenges faced in EMM programs within enterprises.
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What you will learn...
• What defines EMM and BYOD
• Challenges from implementing EMM and BYOD policies and programs
• Addressing the right risks and having the proper controls
• Applying the ISACA audit program
• Hands on technical experience on the common features and architecture of EMM Solutions

Who Should Attend
• IT executives and personnel who are tasked to provide input or involved with deployment of an EMM initiative within their enterprise
• IT Auditors and IT Consultants who need to gain deeper understanding of what to look out for within an EMM solution

Workshop Outline
30th September 2014 - Day 1 will:
• Introduces the EMM and BYOD concepts
• Provide participants with the latest trends on BYOD adoption in organizations and risk and control concerns.
• Outline the challenges in implementing EMM and BYOD programs.
• Discuss the policies surrounding EMM and BYOD
• Explore on key EMM and BYOD security and privacy concerns
• Examine the legal implications relating to EMM programs
• Familiarize participants with the EMM environment through hands-on activities using mobile devices in preparation for Day 2 program

1st October 2014 – Day 2 will:
• Examine typical cloud base or on-site EMM architectures
• Share concepts and ideas on common internal controls to be in place in securing the EMM environment
• Introduce the ISACA audit program and execute an audit of an EMM solution
• Allow participants to explore an EMM solution and utilize the audit program to conduct hands-on audit on the solution
• Focuses on cases studies that allow participants to gain practical experiences in applying the audit steps as well as to explore the advance features of the solution
Your Trainers

Eddie Hiu
Eddie Hiu, holds a degree from University of Nottingham in Computer & Information Systems. He is currently a Director in Cubic Platforms, who is the Elite Partner of AirWatch in Southeast Asia. As a very passionate person in the fields of mobile technology and security, Eddie has conducted numerous trainings for his clients on the development of EMM policies, BYOD programs and user awareness programs. Formerly, the Head of IT Audit in Kenanga Investment Bank and a manager in PwC, Eddie would also be able to bring in his experience and perspective from the IT auditing side.

Johan Zep Yusof
Johan Zep Yusof, holds a Masters degree from the London School Of Economics in Management and Information Systems and holds the credentials of CISA. He is currently a Director in Cubic Platforms, who is the Elite Partner of AirWatch in Southeast Asia. From his client work in implementing EMM solutions to Government, Education and Financial sector organizations, Johan has conducted trainings in the field of Enterprise Mobility Management and mobile security awareness. Johan brings with him project management experience from Celcom Axiata and an extensive IT auditing and IS security experience with PwC.
Details & Registration Form

**Event:**
Auditing & Securing Enterprise Mobility Management

**Date:**
30th September & 1st October 2014

**Venue:**
Iverson Associates, Centerpoint, Bandar Utama, Petaling Jaya, 47800 Selangor

**Fees:**
RM2,450 for ISACA members
RM2,950 for non members *
(includes free ISACA membership for 1 year) *
Please contact us directly for group discount (more than 5 participants per organization)

**Contact:**
Mr Seelan, ISACA Office Administrator
**Tel:** 017 219 6225
**Email:** officeadmin@isaca.org.my

* Terms & conditions applies
RESERVATIONS & REGISTRATIONS

Places are **LIMITED**. Please register as early as possible. Registration will only be confirmed upon receipt of registration form, followed by payment, if applicable.

If payment is applicable, upon receipt of the registration, the fee will be a debt due to ISACA Malaysia Chapter.

ISACA Malaysia Chapter reserves the right to change the venue, date, speakers, and programme or to cancel the programme should unavoidable circumstances arise. If applicable, a full refund of fees will be made in the event of cancellation.

**Note:**

Instead of the traditional desktop training environment, this workshop will be facilitated via the usage of Apple iPads.

**PAYMENT DETAILS**

Fees are **not refundable** once registration is confirmed, however substitution may be sent any time.

Cheques should be made payable to “Information Systems Audit And Control Association” and mailed to:

Director – Membership, ISACA Malaysia Chapter, Unit 916, 9th Floor, Block A, Damansara Intan, No.1, Jalan SS 20/27, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.

Alternatively, payment can be banked into: Maybank Account number – 512231822725. Bank in slip or Internet Banking confirmation MUST be faxed to 03-7726 1257 or emailed to officeadmin@isaca.org.my, with a cover note stating Event Name, Organisation/Participant(s) Name and Amount Banked In. Payment will not be recognised if we do not receive this cover note.

**14 CPE hours for CISA/CISM/CGEIT/CRISC Holders**